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Against enjoying one's life, why do some people choose to end their

own?  Some might say it is difficult to carry on, others might say

they failed love, and even a lot  gave no reason but just gotten fed up

with it.  To recap all reasons given, what confronts people are their in-

ability to cope with their difficulties and  difficulties will be turned into

pressure, a scenario so  dangerous as sitting on a time bomb.  Suppose

one misguides this energy, once erupted, the damage as a result of which

could be forever irremediable, whether it is done deliberately or

otherwise.

As the saying goes prevention is better than cure, one's ability to

gain emotional management and moderation is, in fact, the best rem-

edy for relieving one's stress and pressure.  It is literally impossible to

be perfect in every way in our mundane day-to-day living.  Yet some

one has said, "When caught in a tight spot, one needs to try one's best to

tackle the impossible, as it eventually become a natural thing to do over

time, and the more you do the most familiar you would become, chang-

ing the impossible possible and creating a more expansive perspective

of life for yourself.

Take for the example of myself, I was once a fastidious individual

who tend to dwell on little things, and tend to bottle up inside of myself

when confronting setback or emotional binds.  Over time, it not only

begins to take a toll on my health, but also starts to affect my interper-

sonal relationships. It is only through an extensive soul-searching have

I realized that one needs to be honest one's attitude toward life before

finding true happiness.  The person-first, things-second concept that

builds upon the premises that things are passive and people are inter-

active has helped me turnaround many of the impossible in the past

into possible, and made me confront my inner voice more openly, hon-

estly and bravely.  As people tend to struggle with the devil and angel

within them, and when it comes time for a three-way conference when
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certain decisions need to be rendered, one's ability to negotiate within

would become a rehearsal in communicating with others.  Meanwhile,

the results of the performing are entirely tied to the process of one's

inward negotiation.

According to statistic, 80% of one's worries come from him or her-

self. Many people are as noble as ancient worthy Fan Chong-Yian to

have the sentiment worrying before all the people worry and being

happy after everyone is happy. But this is only a meaningless distur-

bance to oneself from modern perspectives. Don't let thinking come into

a dead end. Learning to relax body, thinking as well as your soul, step-

ping out to get close to the nature, will be effective measures to loose

stress.

The so-called holistic human is comprised of four variables - GQ

(good), IQ (intelligence), EQ (emotional) and KQ (knowledge), which

are found around an individual, and would come to form a square when

connected together.  This suggests that initially mankind revolve around

a simple square, which contains four corners of joy, anger, sorrow and

happiness, as laughers and sorrowful tears could be a momentary

reaction.  In one's growing progress, the square would gradually ex-

pand alongside one's age, and continues to be buffed with a host of

external occurrences before it becomes smooth and harmonious, in a

gentle process without too much abrupt fluctuations turning a square

into a sphere.

Broaching from becoming a holistic human as the blueprint, the

truth remains that it is possible for everyone to strengthen what one

lacks in the four elements by overcoming blindness with knowledge,

by resolving stress with emotion, by exploring one's life with wisdom,

by experience happiness through one's good conscience and discipline.

In this way, even if there are obstacles that stand in the way, the ability

to utilize these four smart elements would ensure that you will not feel

lonely, or isolated, and the sum of a compounded effect of the positive.

Believe in yourself, and you will soon experience a happier existence.

(The author is with Miaoli safety inspection office)




